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Abstract
This paper presents a topological model of motivic structure and analysis of
music, and its extension to comparisons of motivic analyzes. Topological T0 -spaces
of motives (called motivic spaces), their quantification for the formalization of motives’ “germinal function”, and their graphs as motivic evolution trees (MET) form
the main steps of our model that enables to broaden the concept of motif similarity
to the case of motives of different cardinalities. The study of continuous functions
between motivic spaces and mappings of METs introduces a model extension to
comparisons of motivic analyzes. A detailed example of our approach applied to
Bach’s Art of Fugue is presented.
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Introduction

Various types of systematic analysis of music, such as harmonic, metric, motivic and
contrapunctal, have been developed for unveiling the substance of a musical composition.
Motivic analysis in particular aims at understanding a composition via its arrangement
of motives. We present in this paper a topological model of motivic structure and
analysis of music, and its extension about a method of analysis comparison that had
been thoroughly presented in the author’s Ph.D. thesis (Buteau [4]) and also partially
presented in Mazzola et. al [16]. Our deterministic approach to motivic structure
follows Rudolph Reti and Kopfermann’s immanent approaches: one should determine
the germinal motif of a composition by systematically comparing all motives within the
composition. More precisely, we model the motivic analysis of music using the following
definition:
Definition 1. The germinal motif is the first appearance of a sequence of notes whose
contour is “everywhere in the composition” in the sense of imitation, variation and
transformation.
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It is important to mention that our approach deals with the ’germinal function’ of a
motif, i.e., using the terminology from Definition 1, it deals with the “everywhere in the
composition” function of motives. In particular, it enables to compute the similarity
of motives of different cardinalities. Many other approaches, for example by Hörnel
and Ragg [10], by Cambouropoulos [7] or by others (see [11] for an overview), easily
treat motif imitations and consider also motif similarity but for only a fixed size (motif
cardinality or measure window). They basically don’t consider different cardinalities,
and cannot therefore present a viable approach to the “germinal function of a motif”.
Indeed, many of these approaches based on the so-called (American) Set Theory (AST),
which is a Music Theory using the Set Theory that has been first introduced by Allen
Forte [9] and further developed by Morris[21], Lewin [12], Rahn [24], etc., can be redefined within our approach, and extended to a complete model of germinal motif. Also,
a more involved approach to a mathematical motive theory was introduced by Nestke
(see Nestke [22]) by using homology for measuring the complexity of motives. However,
as others, Nestke does not explicitly consider germinal motives.
It is clear that dealing with different motif cardinalities considerably enhances the
complexity of the model and the computations. However, despite this complexity, the
model has been entirely implemented (JAVA): see Buteau [5] as an improved (and
complete model implementation) version of the software module MeloRUBETTEr in
RUBATOr (see the web-site [28] and Mazzola & Zahorka [19]). The latest JAVA implementation bases its computational efficiency on theorems restating the topological structure on motif classes (called gestalts) that significantly brings down the computational
time. Also, it is important to mention regarding our model, that many other approaches
are particular cases1 in our model and investigations by use of the MeloRUBETTEr on
Schumann’s Träumerei (Mazzola & Beran [1]), on Webern’s Variation für Klavier op.
27/2 (Mazzola, Zahorka & Stange-Elbe [19]), and on Bach’s Kunst der Fuge (StangeElbe [27]) support the validity of our model.
In this self-content paper we first recall (see Buteau [2] and Mazzola et al. [16])
in Sections 2 and 3 the motivic structure of music modeled through topological T0 spaces, called motivic spaces, in which points are motives. The motivic space of a music
composition is then a finite relative space of the (generic) infinite space of all possible
motives. The crucial step in this construction is the introduction of ǫ-neighborhoods
of motives, corresponding in music to variations and transformations of motives, which
importantly include motif similarity for different cardinalities. The determination in
this structure of the germinal motives is realized through our motivic evolution tree
(MET) function representing the “most dense ” motives in function of the (similarity
threshold) neighborhood radius. The formalization of music objects and relations is
carefully underlined via Formalization 3, 6, 9, 13, 20, and 22.
1

That means that by fixing some parameters— space of notes, shape type, paradigmatic group,
similarity pseudo-metrics— in our model, we can easily rebuild other approaches. Importantly, we can
extend them to a model of germinal motives. In other words, other approaches correspond to partial
particular cases in our model.
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In Section 4 we present a first study of continuous functions between motivic spaces.
Having a topological structure on the motif level but also on the gestalt level, Theorem
24 links the function continuity on these two levels: a function between motivic spaces
is continuous if and only if its corresponding function on gestalt spaces is well-defined
and continuous. This leads to a natural transformation (Theorem 29) strongly linking
the construct of topological spaces of motives to their corresponding spaces of gestalts.
A short study of functions defined through the identity set mapping2 is summarized in
Theorem 28. In Section 4.3 we state corresponding results on the finite case (motivic
spaces of compositions).
As a significant consequence of this categorical study we can formalize (see Formalization 32) the comparison of motivic analyzes by mapping MET’s through continuous
functions. In our approach, the function continuity for motivic spaces is interpreted
(Lemma 33) as a sufficient and necessary condition for comparing motivic analyzes of
compositions. At last we exemplify (Buteau [5]) in Section 6 our model on Bach’s Art
of Fugue for which we present all details leading to our conclusion on the length (8 or
12?) of its main theme: the extension to twelve tones is “substantial”, but it is not a
proper extension (Buteau & Mazzola [6]).

2

Motivic Topology of a Music Composition

The purpose of this section is to elaborate the basis of the mathematical model of
structures that can be associated with musical objects handled in motivic analysis. For
more details of this construction see Buteau [4] and Mazzola et al. [16, Chapter 22], for
a detailed example of this whole construction in the context of the AST, see Buteau &
Mazzola [6], and for details on the model implementation (JAVA) see Buteau [5], [4].

2.1

Motif

We restrict our attention to a minimal parameter setup in order to make the essential facts clear, and we refer the reader to the end of this section for a simple example
leading to a motivic topology. First we consider the space R{O,P,L,D,G,C} ∼
= R6 of tone
parametrization for which the parameters are respectively onset, pitch, loudness, duration, glissando, and crescendo. We denote the space ROP ... ⊂ R{O,P,L,D,G,C} the space
of notes parametrized by at least onset and pitch parameters, and we consider the
canonical projection PO : ROP ... → R{O} on the axis of onset events.
Definition 2. (Mazzola et al. [16], Buteau [2]) Given a space ROP ... of notes, a motif (in
ROP ... ) is a non-empty finite subset M ⊂ ROP ... such that the projection PO canonically
induces a bijection pO : M → PO (M ). A submotif of a motif M is a motif M ∗ such
that M ∗ ⊂ M . The cardinality of a motif M is the set cardinality |M | of M .
2

Different topological structures are introduced on the set of motives, and the functions on gestalts
induced from the motif set identity mapping, are not even always well-defined.
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We fix a space ROP ... of notes`and set M OT (ROP ... ) = M OT := {M | M is a motif
in ROP ... }, and we have M OT = n M OTn where M OTn = {M ∈ M OT | M is a motif
such that |M | = n}. 3
Intuitively, a motif is a set of tones in which only one tone occurs at a given onset time,
and in which tones are not necessarily consecutive in the given composition. Motives are
not necessarily germs of a musical composition, but only a priori candidates for carrying
such a motivic meaning:
Formalization 3. Motives in Definition 2 are the formalization of sequences of notes,
in Definition 1, from which one motif is the germinal one.

2.2

Shape Type

From now on we fix a space of notes, and introduce a generic mapping on the motives
that underlines some motives’ relevant contour features.
Definition 4. (Mazzola et al. [16], Buteau [2]) A shape type t is a family {Γt,n }n∈N
of non-empty sets Γt,n together with a mapping
S
t : M OT → Γt := n∈N+ Γt,n
M
7→
t(M )

such that for each n ∈ N+ and M ∈ M OTn , we have t(M ) ∈ Γt,n . And we have the
following restriction map tn := t|M OTn : M OTn → Γt,n : M 7→ tn (M )
The set Γt is called a t-space, an element of Γt is called an abstract motif (of
type t), and t(M ) `
is called the abstract image of motif M . We assume4 in the
following that Γt := n∈N+ Γt, and for each b ∈ Γt,n we call n the cardinality of b.
Example 5. The COM-Matrix shape type represents the diastematic movement (that
is the melodic contour) within the motif, i.e. between all notes in the motif. For each
motif M = {q1 , . . . , qn } ∈ M OTn we use the notation qi = (oi , pi , . . .) ∈ ROP ... and
assume that o1 < o2 < . . . < on . We consider the mapping
COMn : M OTn −→ {−1, 0, 1}n×n
M
7−→
(δij )ij
3

In the classical Mathematical Music Theory (Mazzola [13]), a motif is a local composition (K, N )
for which the left R-module N (R being a commutative ring with unity) is a space ROP ... of notes and
which satisfies a bijection condition as in the above definition. In this paper, we decide to present the
model with Definition 2, but one can naturally redefine the following construction of motivic spaces in
the classical local composition setup as well as in the topos oriented local compositions (Mazzola et al.
[16], Chapter 22).
4
The assumption on the disjoint union of Γt,n ’s simplifies the model construction but it also excludes
classical examples of shape types such as the toroidal type (Mazzola [13]) which is defined through the
mapping of a note into its pitch class (e.g. modulo 12) and into its onset class (e.g. modulo 12). Indeed
this shape type leads to a different and interesting topological structure called specialization topology
(Mazzola [13], Buteau [2]).
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where δij = 1 if pj − pi > 0, 0 if pj = pi , and -1 pj − pi < 0. This matrix (δij )ij is
antisymmetric and has zeros in its diagonal. For n ≥ 2, we consider also
U T rn : {−1, 0, 1}n×n −→
{−1, 0, 1}n(n−1)/2
(bij )ij
7−→ (b12 , b13 , ..., b1n , b23 , ..., b(n−1)n )
which means that the image U T rn ((bij )ij ) is the the upper triangle values of the matrix
(bij )ij . Let Com1 be defined as the unique mapping M OT1 → {∞}, and for n ≥ 2 we
define the mapping
Comn : M OTn −→
{−1, 0, 1}n(n−1)/2
M
7−→ Comn (M ) := U T rn ◦ COMn .
S
The
family
Γ
=
{∞}
{{−1, 0, 1}n(n−1)/2 }n≥2 together with the mapping Com =
Com
`
n Comn defines the COM-matrix shape type.

We roughly present other shape types through the mapping tn from which one can
precisely define, as in Buteau [2] and Mazzola et al. [16], the shape type. The canonical projection P r{O,P } : ROP ... → R{O,P } induces a mapping M = {q1 , . . . , qn } 7→
Rgn (M ) := (P r{O,P } (qi ))i=1,...n with o1 < . . . < on , and we call the induced shape
t = Rg the rigid shape type. Similarly defined, the metric shape type is the onset vector:
M en (M ) := (o1 , . . . , on ). The delta-rigid shape type corresponds to the pitch interval
vector: ∆Rgn (M ) := (p2 − p1 , . . . , pn − pn−1 ) whereas the delta-metric shape type corresponds to the onset interval vector: ∆M en (M ) := (o2 −o1 , . . . , on −on−1 ). The rhythmical
n−1
1
shape type is the normalized onset interval ratios: Rhyn (M ) := ( o2L−o
, . . . , on −o
) with
LO
O
LO = on − o1 . The elastic shape type is Eln (M ) := (α1 , ..., αn−1 , r1 , ..., rn−1 ) where
−−→
αi is the slope angle (radian) of −
q−
(i−1) qi , 2 ≤ i ≤ n, with respect to the O-axis, and
ri = li /L(M ) is the ratio of liP
, the Euclidean length of qi−1 qi in the real vector space
n−1
R2 , over the length L(M ) := i=1
li . Similarly to the COM-shape type we have the
diastematic index shape type corresponding to the diastematic movement between consecutive notes: Indian (M ) := (b1,2 , b2,3 , ..., b(n−1),n ) with notation as in Example 5.
Formalization 6. The abstract image of a motif in Definition 4 corresponds, in Definition 1, to the contour of a sequence of notes.

2.3

Gestalt

We fix a shape type t, and consider a left action πtP : P ×Γt → Γt of a group P on Γt such
that each space Γt,n is P -invariant, i.e., ∀n ∈ N+ , ∀p ∈ P, ∀b ∈ Γt,n : p · b ∈ Γt,n . We
denote5 this action (P, πtP ) and call it a paradigm for t (Mazzola et al[16], Buteau[4]).
We call the group P a paradigmatic group (of (P, πtP )). If the paradigmatic group
P also acts from the left on motives µP : P × M OT → M OT and such that the two
5

We observe that the above notation is superfluous but it however enlightens the manipulation of
paradigms in Section 4 when considering two paradigms for two shape types (possibly the same).
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actions µP and πtP are equivariant with respect to the shape type mapping, i.e., ∀p ∈ P ,
∀M ∈ M OT : p·t(M ) = t(p·M ), we then call the paradigm equivariant (Mazzola [16,
Section 22.4], Buteau [4]) and denote it (P, µP , πtP ).
In the MaMuTh6 , paradigms are often identified [16, Section 22.4] by their paradigmatic groups. It is clear that if we want to introduce a paradigm for a shape type t,
we have to give first a group P , and second an action πtP of that group on Γt satisfying
the above mentioned condition. For the following, we may as well identify the paradigm
(P, πtP ) with its corresponding paradigmatic group P .
−→
Usually, equivariant actions are defined when P is a subgroup of GL(R{O,P,...} ) (the
group of affine R-automorphisms of the fixed vector space R{O,P,...} ), acting point-wise
on the motives M ∈ M OT , i.e. p · M := {p · x, x ∈ M } for p ∈ P .
Definition 7. (Mazzola et al. [16], Buteau [2]) Given a shape type t and a paradigm
P , the ((t, P )-) gestalt of a motif M is GesPt (M ) := t−1 (P · t(M )). For two motives
M and N if GesPt (M ) = GesPt (N ), then we say that M and N have same gestalt
and write M ∼GesPt N , for which “∼GesPt ”is in fact an equivalence relation (Buteau [2])
on M OT . We call the surjective mapping
GesPt : M OT ։ M OT / ∼GesPt
M
7→
GesPt (M )
the (t, P )-gestalt mapping.
We denote GEStP := GesPt (M OT ) = M OT / ∼GesPt the set of all (t, P )-gestalts and
`
P
P
GESk,t
:= GesPt (M OTk ). It is clear that GEStP = k GESk,t
, and for each k ∈ N and
P
each G ∈ GESk,t
we call cardPt (G) := k the ((t, P )-) cardinality of gestalt G.
−→
Example 8.
Let CP be the affine Klein group within GL(R{O,P,...} ). The group
−→
CP is defined as the subgroup of GL(R{O,P,...} ) generated by the subgroup of translations in onset and pitch directions, and by the linear Klein group LCP = hU, Ki
generated by the pitch inversion U : U (o, p, ...) = (o, −p, ...), and the retrograde K:
K(o, p, ...) = (−o, p, ...). The group CP is a well-known transformation group (formed
by transpositions, inversions, and retrograde) in European counterpoint. This is why
it is called the counterpoint group in MaMuTh (Mazzola [13]). The group CP acts
point-wise on M OT (R{O,P,...} ), since translations, inversion, and retrograde transform
motives into motives. In fact CP acts equivariantly for all shape types t = Rg, M e,
∆Rg, ∆M e, Rhy, Com, Dia, India and El.
Formalization 9. The gestalt of a motif in Definition 7 corresponds, in Definition 1,
to the imitations of a sequence of notes.
6

Mathematical Music Theory: see Mazzola et. al [16].
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Distance on Motives and on Gestalts

Given a shape type t we consider for each n ∈ N a pseudo-metric dn on Γt,n and
set dt,n (M, N ) := dn (t(M ), t(N )) for any two motives M, N ∈ M OTn . We denote
d = (dn )n∈N+ and dt := (dt,n )n∈N+ and say that they are pseudo-metrics on respectively
Γt and M OT , the latter being called a (t-)distance on M OT (Mazzola et al. [16],
Buteau [2]).
Definition 10. Given an equivariant paradigmatic group P for t, if for all n ∈ N, all
p ∈ P and all a, b ∈ Γt,n , dn (p · a, p · b) = dn (a, b), we say that P consists of isometries
P
with respect to d on space Γt , and we have a pseudo-metric (Buteau [2]) on GESt,k
:
for each k ∈ N we set
GdPt,k (G1 , G2 ) := inf dt,k (p · M1 , M2 )
p∈P

P
where G1 , G2 ∈ GESt,k
and M1 , M2 ∈ M OTk for which M1 ∈ G1 and M2 ∈ G2 . For
any two motives M1 , M2 ∈ M OTk we set the gestalt distance between motives M1
and M2 as gdPt,k (M1 , M2 ) := dPG,k (Gest (M1 ), Gest (M2 )) (which is also a pseudo-metric
on M OTk for any k ∈ N). Then we say again that dG (resp. gdt ) is a pseudo-metric on
GEStP (resp. on M OT ). If there is no possible confusion we omit in the notation the
abstract cardinality index n of dn , dt,n , gdPt,n , and of GdPt,n .

Example 11. We can for example use the Euclidean metric Edn on R(n−1)n/2 ⊃ ΓCom,n ,
whenever n ≥ 2, and for n = 1 we set Ed1 = 0. This defines a Com-distance EdCom ,
called the (Com-)Euclidean distance, on M OT . Similarly, we can define a pseudo-metric
REdn := Edn /k(n), where k(n) = n(n − 1)/2 is the dimension of ΓCom,n , and for which
REd is called the relative Com-Euclidean distance, on M OT .
P
Each (M OTn , gdPt,n ) and (GESt,n
, GdPt,n ) is a pseudo-metric space. The next definition is a crucial step in our model: it links all spaces (M OTn , gdPt,n )’s, respectively all
P
(GESt,n
, GdPt,n )’s, together.

Definition 12. (Mazzola et al. [16], Buteau [2]) Given a shape type t, a pseudo-metric
d on Γt , and a paradigmatic group P of isometries with respect to d, and such that t is
P -equivariant, let ǫ > 0. Then
Vǫ (M ) = Vǫt,P,d (M ) := {N ∈ M OT | ∃N ∗ ⊂ N s.t. gdPt (M, N ∗ ) < ǫ}
is called the ǫ-neighborhood of the motif M ∈ M OT (with respect to t, P , d) .
Formalization 13. The variations and transformations of a sequence of notes in Definition 1 is formalized through Definition 12 as the following: a motif M is a variation of
N if N ∈ Vǫ (M ) or if M ∈ Vǫ (N ) for a given ǫ > 0, and a motif M is a transformation
of N if N ∈ Vǫ′ (M ) or if M ∈ Vǫ′ (N ) for a given ǫ′ > ǫ. In this formalization, the radius
ǫ′ relates to a similarity threshold.
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It is important to observe that our formalization of motif variation and transformation
concepts includes the possibility of additional or missing notes in the variation or transformation. Also, it is clear that we need to consider both neighborhood relations, ’being
in the ǫ-neighborhood’ and ’containing in its ǫ-neighborhood’, in order to formalize variations and transformations with Definition 12.

2.5

Motivic Topologies

To complete our formalization of the germinal motif of a musical composition, we
want to enrich the sets M OT and GEStP with a topological structure for which the
ǫ-neighborhoods should form an open basis. This is however not automatic, since it is
not true in general that the intersection of ǫ-neighborhoods is a union of such neighborhoods. We then need to impose a condition on all motives ‘living’ together within an
ǫ-neighborhood.
Definition 14.
Given a shape type t and a pseudo-metric dt on M OT , if for any
M ∈ M OTn , n ∈ N+ , any submotif M ∗ ⊂ M and ǫ > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that for
any N ∈ M OTn : dt (M, N ) < δ ⇒ ∃ submotif N ∗ ⊂ N s.t. cardt (N ∗ ) = cardt (M ∗ ) and
dt (M ∗ , N ∗ ) < ǫ, then we say that dt is (t-)inherited.
If a paradigmatic group P consists of isometries with respect to d and t is P -equivariant,
then if dt is inherited, gdPt is also inherited (Buteau [2]).
Example 15. For the rigid, metric, delta-rigid, delta-metric, rhythmical, diastematic,
Com-Matrix, and elastic shape types the Euclidean and the relative Euclidean distances
on M OT are inherited. However the distances EdIndia and REdIndia for the diastematic
index shape type is not inherited.
Intuitively the inheritance property insures us that two similar motives are similar in
their submotives7 , and is actually sufficient to insure us that the ǫ-neighborhoods form
a base for a topology on M OT :
Proposition 16. (Buteau [2], Mazzola et al. [16]) Given a shape type t, a pseudometric d on Γt , and a paradigmatic group P of isometries with respect to d, and such
that t is P -equivariant, if dt is inherited, then the collection {Vǫ (M )|M ∈ M OT, ǫ > 0}
P
of all ǫ-neighborhoods forms a base for a topology Tt,d
on M OT .
P
P
We call (M OT, Tt,d ) a motivic space, Tt,d a motivic topology (with respect
to t, P , and d) for M OT , and the quotient space (GEStP , GT d ) with topology GT d
P
is called the
(or also denoted GT Pt,d ) relative to the gestalt mapping GesPt and to Tt,d
motivic gestalt space.
7

For example, a metric on ΓIndia cannot be India-inherited since India disregards the submotif
information with respect to the vector’s (India-abstract motif) total information: what could we say,
for example, of the (abstract) submotif composed with first and last tone of the motif, for which its
India-abstract motif is (1, −1)? That could be (1), (0) or even (−1)!
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We reconstruct the motivic gestalt topology on gestalts by introducing on these motif
classes a relation corresponding to the “submotif” relation: given a shape type t and a
paradigmatic group P we say that a gestalt G∗ is a small gestalt (Buteau [2], Mazzola
et al. [16]) of the gestalt G, denoted by G∗ < G, if there exist motives M ∗ ∈ G∗ and
M ∈ G such that M ∗ ⊂ M . If the property holds for any triple M, M ∗ , and M1 ∈ M OT
with M ∗ ⊂ M and M1 ∈ Gest (M ), and such that there exists a submotif M1∗ of M1
such that M1∗ ∈ Gest (M ∗ ), then we say that gestalts behave well (for t) and the
small gestalt relation is a transitive relation. If the pseudo-metric GdPt is a metric on
GEStP and dt is t-inherited, then gestalts behave well for t (Buteau [2]), and we have
the following:
Theorem 17. (Buteau[2], Mazzola et al.[16]) Given a motivic gestalt topology GT d on
GEStP as described in Proposition 16, if GdPt is a metric on GEStP and dt is t-inherited,
then GesPt is an open mapping and the collection of all sets
Uǫ (H) := {G ∈ M OT / ∼Ges |∃G∗ < G s.t. GdPt (G∗ , H) < ǫ}
where H ∈ GEStP and ǫ > 0, forms an open base for GT d .
PROOF: We first observe that for a given M1 ∈ M OT and ǫ > 0, by the definition
of the relation “<” and the U ’s, we have GesPt Vǫ (M1 ) = Uǫ (GesPt (M1 )). We now
claim that GesPt −1 GesPt (Vǫ (M1 )) = V
 ǫ (M1 ) for all ǫ > 0 and M1 ∈ M OT . It is clear
that Vǫ (M1 ) ⊂ GesPt −1 Gest (Vǫ (M1 )) . For the other inclusion, suppose that M2 ∈
GesPt −1 GesPt (Vǫ (M1 )) . Then we have GesPt (M2 ) = GesPt (M ) where M ∈ Vǫ (M1 ).
By definition, this means that there exists M ∗ ⊂ M such that gdt (M ∗ , M1 ) < ǫ. Since
gestalts behave well, there exists M2∗ ⊂ M2 such that GesPt (M2∗ ) = GesPt (M ∗ ), and
gdt (M2∗ , M1 ) = gdt (M ∗ , M1 ) < ǫ. Hence, M2 ∈ Vǫ (M1 ). 
2.5.1

Motivic Topology of a Score

We have obtained a topological structure on M OT (and on GEStP ), the set of all possible
motives. We recall that we want to model the motivic analysis of musical composition
of immanent character, which means that we should exclusively deal with motives taken
in the composition. This motivates the last step of our topological construction.
P
Definition 18. Given a motivic space (M OT, Tt,d
) a motivic composition space
P
⋆
⋆
(M OT , Tt ) (with respect to (M OT, Tt,d )) is a finite non-empty subset M OT ⋆ of M OT ,
satisfying the Submotif Existence Axiom: given a nmin ∈ N+ , every submotif M ∗ ⊂
M of any motif M ∈ M OT ⋆ with |M ∗ | ≥ nmin is a motif within M OT ⋆ . The relative
P
on M OT ⋆ is denoted by Tt⋆ . The corresponding gestalt composition
topology of Tt,d
space (GES ⋆ , GT ⋆t ) is the space GES ⋆ := GesPt (M OT ⋆ ) together with the quotient
topology GT ⋆t relative to the gestalt mapping GesPt (restricted to M OT ⋆ ) and to Tt⋆ .
The motivic composition space (M OT ⋆ (S), Tt⋆ ) of a Score S is a motivic compo-
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sition space where M OT ⋆ (S) is a collection of motives in the musical composition S 8 .
Similarly, we have (GES ⋆ (S), GT ⋆t ).
Given a gestalt G ∈ GES ⋆ , the multiplicity of G, denoted by multt,P,M OT ⋆ (G) (or
simply mult(G)), is the set cardinality of {M ∈ M OT ⋆ | M ∈ G}. We denote GESk⋆ :=
GESk ∩ GES ⋆ , and for each G ∈ GES ⋆ and ǫ > 0, we have Uǫ⋆ (G) := Uǫ (G) ∩ GES ⋆ .
2.5.2

Some Properties of Motivic Topologies

We state some topological properties of motivic topologies whereas all details can be seen
in Buteau [2]. A motivic gestalt space (GES, GT d ) is a T0 -space and “almost T1 -space”,
in the sense that given two gestalts G, H ∈ GES such that G 6< H, there exists an open
neighborhood of G which does not contain H. But if G < H, then H ∈ Uǫ (G) for all
ǫ > 0: this is exactly when GES fails the T1 -space condition, and in particular, it shows
that GES is not Hausdorff (T2 -space). Indeed, if all translations in time are elements
of the paradigmatic group P , then the topological space (GES, GT d ) is irreducible, i.e.
every non-empty open set in GEStP is dense. Also, {G} = {H ∈ GES|H < G} and
{G} = G ⇔ G ∈ GES1 . Moreover GES satisfies the first axiom of countability, and if
GES1 is composed of a finite collection of gestalts then it is clear that GES is compact.
A gestalt composition space (GES ⋆ , Tt⋆ ) is T0 , “almost T1 ”, and is Hausdorff space
if and only if it contains only motives with same cardinality. It is also compact, and
satisfies the second axiom of countability since GES ⋆ is finite by hypothesis. If we denote
T⋆
G ∈ GESn⋆max where nmax = max{cardt (G)|G ∈ GES ⋆ }, then {G} t is an irreducible
component of GES ⋆ . Moreover GES ⋆ is sober, i.e. each irreducible component contains
one and only one generic gestalt.

3

The Problem of Germinal Motif in Motivic Spaces

Considering Formalization 13 with our topological structures we would like to say now
that the germinal motif (Definition 1) corresponds to the ‘most dense’ motif in the
motivic space of the musical composition. However, the elements of the open base
{Uǫ (G)}G∈GES ⋆ ,ǫ>0 and the only ‘almost T1 ’ space property show us that the geometry
of our spaces does not correspond to a standard Euclidean space, and this motivates our
construction of the following quantification functions.
First we consider two gestalts G and H ∈ GES ⋆ = GES ⋆ (M OT ⋆ ) and a neighborhood radius ǫ > 0. We measure the presence of gestalt G in gestalt H (or, with inverse
roles: H being ”contained” in G) at ǫ by the following intensity number: let Mg ∈ G
and MH ∈ H, then
Intǫ,G (H) := card{MH∗ ⊂ MH | card(MH∗ ) = card(MG ) ∧ MH∗ ∈ Vǫ⋆ (MG )} · mult(H)
8

Given a musical composition S we can naturally introduce a correspondence between S and a nonempty finite set S ⊂ ROP ... . This intuitive correspondence can be rigorously set; For details see Mazzola
et al. [16], Buteau [4].
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which is well-defined (Buteau [4]) and where Intǫ,G (H) = 0 ⇔ H 6∈ Uǫ⋆ (G). Since the
higher cardinality difference between G and H the higher the probability that submotives
MH∗ ⊂ MH have with MG the distance gdPt (MH∗ , MG ) < ǫ, we weight the intensity by
1
. The presence and the content of gestalt G in the whole topological
2(cardt (H)−cardt (G))
⋆
space GES , at neighborhood radius ǫ > 0, is then defined by summing up its presence
(resp. content) in every gestalt of GES ⋆ :
Definition 19. (Mazzola [16], Buteau [2]) Given a gestalt composition space GES ⋆ , a
gestalt G ∈ GES ⋆ , and ǫ > 0, then the presence of G (at radius ǫ), respectively the
content of G (at radius ǫ), is
P
1
P resence(G, ǫ) := PH∈GES ⋆ 2(cardt (H)−card
· Intǫ,G (H)
t (G))
1
Content(G, ǫ) := H∈GES ⋆ 2(cardt (G)−cardt (H)) · Intǫ,H (G),

respectively. The weight of G (at radius ǫ) is

W eight(G, ǫ) := P resence(G, ǫ) · Content(G, ǫ).
We call these three functions respectively presence, content and weight functions.
The weight of a gestalt was introduced in order to obtain a ‘global’ topological information about the gestalt since P resence and Content quantify an ‘opposite’ motivic
information. Clearly, this quantification (presence, content, weight) is not unique; see
Buteau [4],[3] for a generalization of these functions.
Formalization 20. Given a similarity threshold ǫmax , a germinal motif in Definition
1 corresponds to the first motif appearance M in the musical composition with heaviest
gestalt H at radius ǫmax : W eight(H, ǫmax ) ≥ W eight(G, ǫmax ) for all G ∈ GES ⋆ , and
M ∈ H with M < N for all N ∈ H where ‘<’ is the temporal ordering.
The determination in our mathematical structure of the germinal motif involves the
choice of the neighborhood radius corresponding to, as explained at Formalization 13,
a similarity threshold. This choice of ‘adequate’ radius is in the domain of cognitive
sciences, and therefore we don’t try to fix a radius, but instead we decide to consider the
germinal motif in function of the neighborhood radius: we consider the homeomorphism
(Mazzola et al. [16]) φS : GES ⋆ → GES ⋆S : G 7→ G := {G} for which GES ⋆S is the
sober space associated to GES ⋆ , we fix a tolerance n ∈ N, and set
heavyn : GES ⋆S × R+ → [0,
 1]
1/n if G is the nth-heaviest gestalt
7→
(G, ǫ)
0 otherwise.
from which we consider the fiber Θ of (0, 1].
Definition 21. We call the function heavyn restricted to Θ the Motivic Evolution
Tree Function M etn of GES ⋆ (with respect to M OT ⋆ , t, P , and d) and its graph, the
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Motivic Evolution Tree (MET). The following commutative diagram, where inj is
the canonical inclusion mapping, shows the construction of the M etn function:
GES ⋆S ×fLR+
LLL inj
LLL
LLL
L3 S
heavyn
Θ


[0, 1]

x

M etn

We refer the reader to Section 6.1 for a detailed example of a MET.
Formalization 22. The resulting motivic analysis of a musical composition S corresponds to the MET of GES ⋆ (S) (with respect to a segmentation M OT ⋆ (S) and to a
choice of topological parameters t, P , and d).
Remark 23. The gestalt weight function quantifies the topological structure of the
gestalt composition space of a score and we expect that the graph of the latter function
should represent the essence of the motivic structure extracted from the topological
space. However a central concept, the very proximity shared between a gestalt and a
small gestalt, in our topological construction had disappeared through the quantification,
and it had to be present in any final graphic representing the topological hierarchy of a
gestalt composition space.
We recall that if a gestalt G is a small gestalt of H, then H is in all open sets
around G. Intuitively, in music theory, this also means that a motif is strongly related
(or very close) to its submotives. In the gestalt composition space, the small gestalt
relation can also be restated through the closure operation: G < H ⇔ G ∈ {H}. And
this motivated our consideration of the canonical homeomorphism φS between a gestalt
composition space and its associated sober space. In fact, if G < H, then we have
φS (G) = G and φS (H) = H, but also G ⊂ H. We call elements of GES ⋆S closed
gestalts.

4

Continuous Functions between Motivic Spaces

We consider a set mapping f : M OT → M OT between motives which induces, for given
two motivic topologies T 1 and T 2 on M OT , a function
fT 1 ,T 2 (= f ) : (M OT, T 1 ) −→ (M OT, T 2 )
M
7−→
f (M )
between motivic spaces. We consider also the motivic gestalt spaces (GES i , GT i ) with
respect to the gestalt mappings Gesi : (M OT, T i ) → (GES i , GT i ) for i = 1, 2, and a
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section R : GES 1 → M OT of the gestalt mapping Ges1 . Then we have the following
diagram:
(M OT,
T 1)
O
R



1

f

Ges1

/ (M OT, T 2 )
Ges2

1

(GES , GT )

GR f



/ (GES , GT 2 )
2

in which GR f is the function induced by R and f : GR f := Ges2 ◦ f ◦ R, called the
(f, R)-gestaltic function. If GR f = GR′ f for any two sections R and R′ of Ges1 , then
the above diagram is commutative, and conversely. In this case we say that GR f is welldefined, we denote it Gf and call it the f -gestaltic function. We have the following
theorem that states properties for studying categories of motivic (gestalt) spaces.
Theorem 24. (Buteau [4]) Let f be a function between motivic spaces as above introduced, R a section of Ges1 , and GR f be the (f, R)-gestaltic function. Then
i) f is continuous ⇔ GR f is well-defined and continuous.
Moreover if f is continuous, then
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

f is surjective ⇒ Gf is surjective;
f is open ⇒ Gf is open;
f is a homeomorphism ⇒ Gf is a homeomorphism;
The small gestalt relation is preserved through Gf , i.e. ∀H ∗ , H ∈ GES 1 : H ∗ < H
⇒ Gf (H ∗ ) < Gf (H).

Proof. i) Suppose first that GR f is well-defined and continuous. Let ǫ > 0 and M ∈
2
M OT , and consider f −1 (VǫT (M )) := V . If V is empty, we are done. Otherwise let N ∈
V . First we observe that Ges1 (N ) ⊂ V since Gf is well-defined and ǫ-neighborhoods
2
of motives are stable with respect to gestalts. Consider UǫGT (Ges2 (M )). Since Gf is
2
continuous and Gf (Ges1 (N )) = Ges2 (f (N )) ∈ UǫGT (Ges2 (M )), there exists δ > 0 such

1
2
1
that UδGT (Ges1 (N )) ⊂ Gf −1 UǫGT (Ges2 (M )) . But then VδT (N ) ⊂ V : otherwise there
1
1
exists a motif N ′ ∈ VδT (N ) and N ′ 6∈ V , which implies that Ges1 (N ′ ) ∈ UδGT (Ges1 (N ))
2
and Ges1 (N ′ ) 6∈ Gf −1 UǫGT (Ges2 (M )) , a contradiction. Therefore f is continuous.
Suppose now that f is continuous and let the gestalt H ∈ GES 1 and motives
M1 , M2 ∈ (M OT, T 1 ) such that M1 , M2 ∈ H. We want to show that Ges2 (f (M1 )) =
Ges2 (f (M2 )), i.e. f (M1 ) ∼Ges2 f (M2 ). But then if motives f (M1 ) and f (M2 ) don’t
2
have same gestalt, there exists an ǫ > 0 such that w.l.o.g. f (M1 ) 6∈ VǫT (f (M2 )), open
2
set in (M OT, T 2 ). That implies that the motif M1 6∈ f −1 (VǫT (f (M2 ))), and since
2
M1 ∼Ges1 M2 by hypothesis (M1 , M2 ∈ H!), this means that f −1 (VǫT (f (M2 ))) is not
open, a contradiction to the continuity of f . Therefore f (M1 ) ∼Ges2 f (M2 ) and Gf is
well-defined. The continuity of Gf follows from the fact that gestalt mappings are open
and continuous.
ii) and iii) are straightforward.
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iv) It follows from above that Gf is well-defined, continuous, open and surjective.
We now show the injectivity: suppose we have two gestalts G1 , G2 ∈ GES 1 such that
G1 6= G2 . Then there are two motives M1 , M2 ∈ M OT with M1 ∈ G1 , M2 ∈ G2 , and
1
M1 6∼Ges1 M2 . Therefore there exists an ǫ > 0 such that w.l.o.g. M1 6∈ VǫT (M2 ). Since
1
f is injective, then f (M1 ) 6∈ f (VǫT (M2 )). But f is also open, so there exists a δ > 0
2
2
1
such that VδT (f (M2 )) ⊂ f (VǫT (M2 )). Therefore f (M1 ) 6∈ VδT (f (M2 )), and this implies
that f (M1 ) 6∼Ges2 f (M2 ). Since f is continuous and therefore Gf is well-defined, this
means that Gf (G1 ) 6= Gf (G2 ).
v) Suppose that Gf is well-defined and continuous, and that Gf (H ∗ ) 6< Gf (H)
for two gestalts H ∗ , H ∈ GES 1 . Then there exists an ǫ > 0 such that Gf (H) 6∈
1
2
UǫGT (Gf (H ∗ )). Since Gf is continuous there exists a δ > 0 such that UδGT (H ∗ ) ⊂

1
1
2
Gf −1 UǫGT (H ∗ ) and Gf −1 (Gf (H))∩UδGT (H ∗ ) = φ, which implies that H 6∈ UδGT (H ∗ )
and that H ∗ 6< H.
2
We remark that the opposite of iii) is in general not true. Indeed, Proposition 25 will
present a continuous function f = id on motivic spaces for which Gid is open, but not id.
This follows from the fact that gestalt mappings are surjective but not injective. When a
2
motif M is mapped to a motif N ∈ (M OT, T 2 ), then GesPt 1 (M ) is mapped to GesPt (N )
by definition, whenever the corresponding gestaltic function is well-defined. However,

−1
this does not imply that all motives N ′ ∈ GesPt 2 GesPt 2 (N ) within the gestalt of N
are images of motives M ′ in the gestalt GesPt 1 (M ) of M . And this is exactly where the
openness of the mapping may fail.
Also we should observe that the injectivity of Gf in iv) follows from the continuity,
injectivity, and openness of f . Finally, the property v) actually follows from the fact
that gestalts are ‘topological’, in the sense that we could redefine them through the
topological
structure T on M OT : for any motif M ∈ M OT and any ǫ > 0: GesPt (M ) =
T
VǫT (M )
{M }.

4.1

The Set Identity-Gestaltic Functions

We consider the identity set mapping M 7→ id(M ) = M on motives and its induced
idT 1 ,T 2 (= id) : (M OT, T 1 ) → (M OT, T 2 ) : M 7→ M called the set identity function
(with respect to T 1 and T 2 ). It is bijective, and given a section R of Ges1 , the
(id, R)-gestaltic function GR id : GEStP11 → GEStP22 , if well-defined, is surjective but not
necessarily injective, and id (as well as Gid) may or may not be continuous depending
on the motivic spaces (M OT, T 1 ) and (M OT, T 2 ).
If GR id is well-defined, i.e. GR id = Gid, we observe that, independent of the motivic
topologies, ∀H ∗ , H ∈ GEStP11 : H ∗ < H ⇒ Gid(H ∗ ) < Gid(H), and, in particular,
∀M, N ∈ M OT : M ∼GesP1 N ⇒ M ∼GesP2 N .
t1

t2

Since motivic spaces are defined through the three parameters t, P , and d, we study
set identity functions on motivic spaces by varying each of these parameters. First, fixing
′
t and P , we easily show (Buteau [4]) that if the metric GdPk is equivalent to GdkP for each
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k ∈ N, then GT d and GT d′ are the same topology for GEStP . Second, given a shape type
t and an equivariant paradigm (P, µP , πtP ) for t, we introduce the corresponding faithful

paradigmatic group Pf aith|t for (P, µP , πtP ), i.e., Pf aith|t := P/Ker P → P erm(Γt ) .
Proposition 25. (Buteau [4]) Given a shape type t, two equivariant paradigms
(P1 , µP1 , πtP1 ) and (P2 , µP2 , πtP2 ) for t such that P1 f aith|t is a subgroup of P2 f aith|t for
which the group action µP1 f aith is canonically induced by the action µP2 , and a pseudoP2
is one of the topologies defined by the parameter
metric d for t such that either Tt,d
(t,P , and d) examples in Section 2 or the index (P2 f aith|t : P1 f aith|t ) is finite. Then the
gestaltic function
GidT P1 ,T P2 : (GES, GT Pt,d1 ) → (GES, GT Pt,d2 )
t,d

t,d

is open and continuous.
Moreover Gid is a homeomorphism if and only if P1 f aith|t = P2 f aith|t , i.e., only if
GEStP2 = GEStP1 and Gid is the identity mapping on gestalts.
Proof. Since Gid

P

P1 f aith|t

Tt,d1 ,Tt,d

and Gid

P

are isomorphisms we suppose w.l.o.g.

P2 f aith|t

Tt,d2 ,Tt,d

that Pi = Pi f aith|t , i = 1, 2 and denote id = idT P1 ,T P2 . To prove that the function Gid is
t,d

continuous we claim that ∀ǫ > 0 and ∀G ∈

(P2 :P1 )

P

Gid

−1


GT 2
Uǫ t,d (G)

t,d

GEStP2 :
[

=

P

1
GT t,d

Uǫ

(Gi )

i=1

where for a fixed motif id−1 (MG ) = MG ∈ G and ∀p̄i ∈ P2 /P1 : Gi = GesPt 1 (pi · MG ) for
any representative pi ∈ P2 of p̄i .
S 2 :P1 ) GT Pt,d1
Uǫ  (Gi ) ⊂ GEStP1 . Then ∃H ∗ < H
Suppose first that the gestalt H ∈ (P
i=1
∗
such that Gd1 (H , Gi ) = inf g∈P1 d g · t(MH ∗ ), t(MGi ) < ǫ for one i and for any motives
MH ∗ ∈ H ∗ and MGi ∈ Gi . But since P1 ⊂ P2 , we have


inf g∈P1 d g · t(MH ∗ ), t(MGi )
≥
inf g∈P2 d g · t(MH ∗ ), t(MGi )

Def. of Gd
=
Gd2 GesPt 2 (MH ∗ ), GesPt 2 (MGi )

Def. of Gid
=
Gd2 Gid(GesPt 1 (MH ∗ )), Gid(GesPt 1 (MGi ))
=
Gd2 Gid(H ∗ ), Gid(G
 i)
∗
=
Gd2 Gid(H ), G .
Since Gid(H ∗ ) < Gid(H) and Gd2 Gid(H ∗ ), G
P

P

GT 2
Uǫ t,d (G),

which means that H ∈
P2

< ǫ, then it implies that Gid(H) ∈


GT 2
Gid−1 Uǫ t,d (G) .
P

2
GT t,d

Suppose now that the gestalt H ∈ Gid−1 Uǫ
GT




(G) ⊂ GEStP1 . It implies that H̃ :=
Def.

∗
∗
Gid(H) ∈ Uǫ t,d (G), i.e., ∃
< ǫ. But Gd2 (H̃ ∗ , G) =
 H̃ < H̃ such that Gd2 (H̃ , G)
P2
inf g∈P2 d g · t(MG ), t(MH̃ ∗ ) for any MG , MH̃ ∗ ∈ (M OT, Tt,d
) with G = GesPt 2 (MG ) and
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P1
H̃ ∗ = GesPt 2 (MH̃ ∗ ). Take any motif MH ∈ (M OT, Tt,d
) with MH ∈ H. Since gestalts
∗
behave well, there exists a motif MH ⊂ MH such that GesPt 2 (MH∗ ) = GesPt 2 (MH̃ ∗ ).
Therefore we can assume that the motif id−1 (MH̃ ∗ ) = MH̃ ∗ is such that its gestalt
GesPt 1 (MH̃ ∗ ) < GesPt 1 (MH ) = H. Then we have


Gd2 (H̃ ∗ , G) = inf
inf d (p ◦ g) · t(MG ), t(MH̃ ∗ ) < ǫ,
g∈P1

p̄∈P2 /P1

where p is any representative of p̄. Therefore for one pi ∈ P2 /P1 , we have Gd2 (H̃ ∗ , G) =
inf g∈P1 d (pi ◦ g) · t(MG ), t(MH̃ ∗ ) < ǫ. Since (pi ◦ g) · t(MG ) = g · t(pi · MG ), then the


distance Gd1 GesPt 1 (pi · MG ), GesPt 1 (MH̃ ∗ ) < ǫ, i.e. Gd1 (Gi , GesPt 1 (MH̃ ∗ ) < ǫ for one
GT

P1

Gi as defined in the claim. Since GesPt 1 (MH̃ ∗ ) < H, then H ∈ Uǫ t,d (Gi ) which implies
S 2 ,P1 ) GT Pt,d1
that the gestalt H ∈ (P
Uǫ
(Gi ).
i=1
The gestaltic function Gid is therefore continuous. Moreover, it is easy to see that
P
P

GT 1
GT 2
Gid Uǫ t,d (G) = Uǫ t,d (Gid(G)) for all ǫ > 0 and for all G ∈ GEStP1 . This shows that
Gid is open. Since Gid is continuous, open and surjective, then it is a homeomorphism
iff it is also injective. But also Gid is defined through the identity set mapping id on
M OT , which then implies that Gid is the identity mapping on gestalts, and we are done.
2
CP
Example 26. The gestaltic function Gid : (GES, GT Id
Com,REd ) → (GES, GT Com,REd )
is open and continuous.

Third, we fix P = Id and let t vary. There is a hierarchy between shape type
mappings which can be redefined through other shape types, and we have the following
commutative (Buteau [4]) diagram
Id
GESRg

/ / GES Id

/ / GES Id
Dia
LLL
LLL
LLL
L& &

∆Rg

/ / GES Id
Com
99

Id
GESEl



Id
GESM
e

//



Id
GES∆M
e



/ / GES Id

Rhy

where each arrow represents, for any pseudo-metrics on each corresponding space of
abstract motives, the set identity-gestaltic function which is well-defined (Buteau [4]).
The dashed arrows represent well-defined set identity gestaltic functions which are not
continuous (Buteau [4]). However all other gestaltic functions can be verified to be
continuous (Buteau [4]).
Proposition 27. (Buteau [4]) Let TO (resp. TOP ) the paradigmatic group containing all
translations with respect to the onset (resp. onset and pitch) parameters. The topologies
TOP
Id
Id
TMTOe,Ed and T∆M
e,Ed are the same for M OT , and so are TRg,Ed and T∆Rg,Ed .
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Theorem 28. (Buteau [4]) Given two motivic gestalt spaces (GEStP11 , GT d1 ) and
(GEStP22 , GT d2 ), where t1 and t2 = Rg, ∆Rg, M e, ∆M e, Dia, El, Com, or Rhy, and with
respective paradigms (P1 , µP1 , πtP11 ) and (P2 , µP2 , πtP22 ) such that if we consider also the
paradigm (P1 , µP1 , πtP21 ) for t2 , P1 f aith|t2 ⊂ P2 f aith|t2 and the group action µP1 f aith|t2 is
canonically induced by the action µP2 f aith|t2 . Suppose that GdP1 1k (resp. GdP2 2k ) is equivalent to GEdP1 1k (resp. to GEdP2 2k ) for all k ∈ N+ , and suppose also that the set identity
gestaltic function GidTtId,Ed ,TtId,Ed is well-defined and continuous.
1
1
2
2
If P2 f aith|t2 ⊂ CP or if P1 f aith|t1 and P2 f aith|t2 are finite groups, then the gestaltic
function GidT P1 ,T P2 : GEStP11 −→ GEStP22 is continuous.
t1 ,d1

t2 ,d2

Proof. The following diagram
(GEStP11 , GT Ed )
OO

/ / (GES P1f aith|t2 , GT
t2

Ed )



(GEStP22 , GT Ed )
OO



(GEStP11 , GT d1 )

//



(GEStP22 , GT d2 )

where each mapping is a continuous (Buteau [4]) set identity-gestaltic function, commutes, and it follows that the gestaltic function GidGT P1 ,GT P2 is well-defined and
t1 ,d1

t2 ,d2

continuous.
2
For other examples of continuous gestaltic functions, such as symmetry-gestaltic
functions, see Buteau [4].

4.2

Gestalt Mappings as Natural Transformations

We consider the full subcategory M otS of Top, the category of topological spaces whose
morphisms are continuous functions, for which the objects are motivic spaces (M OT, T ).
Also, we consider the subcategory M otSId of motivic spaces for which morphisms are set
identity continuous functions. All morphisms in M otSId are then bijective, and therefore
epimorphisms and monomorphisms, but not necessarily isomorphisms since some set
identity functions are not open in general, and there is, given two motivic spaces, at most
one morphism. Similarly, we have the full subcategory GM otS of Top whose objects
are gestalt motivic spaces (GES, GT ), and the category GM otSId whose morphisms are
set identity-gestaltic continuous functions GidT 1 ,T 2 : (GES, GT 1 ) → (GES, GT 2 ).
We have the covariant, full, and not faithful functor G (Buteau[4]) which is defined
as follows:
G:
M otS
−→
GM otS
P1
P1
(M OT, Tt1 ,d1 ) 7−→ (Gest1 (M OT ), GT d1 )
f
↓
↓G(f ):=Gf
(M OT, TtP2 ,d2 2 ) 7−→ (GesPt22 (M OT ), GT d2 )
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Also we have the restriction GId of G on the subcategories M otSId and GM otSId defining
a full and faithful functor.
Theorem 29. (Buteau [4]) Let I be the inclusion functor from M otS to Top, and let
P
Ges : I → G be defined as follows: for each motivic space (M OT, Tt,d
) in M otS, let
P
P ) := Gest , i.e. its corresponding gestalt mapping.
the morphism in Top be Ges(M OT,Tt,d
Then Ges is a natural transformation. Similarly, there is a natural transformation for
the inclusion functor from M otSId to Top.

4.3

Categories of Motivic Composition Spaces

Similarly to the construction of f -gestaltic functions on motivic gestalt spaces, we have
the g-gestaltic composition function GR g:
(M OT1⋆ , T 1 ⋆ )

g

R



Ges1 ⋆

(GES 1 ⋆ , GT 1 ⋆ )

/ (M OT ⋆ , T
2

O



GR g

2⋆

)

Ges2 ⋆

/ (GES 2 ⋆ , GT

2⋆

)

between gestalt composition spaces GES 1 ⋆ and GES 2 ⋆ and we easily observe similar
properties to gestaltic functions as described in Theorem 24. As important implication
of these properties, we have the following corollary:
Corollary 30. (Buteau [4]) Given a function g : (M OT1⋆ , T 1 ⋆ ) → (M OT2⋆ , T 2 ⋆ ) for
the motivic composition spaces (M OT1⋆ , T 1 ⋆ ) and (M OT2⋆ , T 2 ⋆ ), then g is continuous
⇔ Gg is well-defined and the small gestalt relation is preserved through Gg.
Proof. Let ǫi0 := min{gdPt i (M, N )|M, N ∈ M OTi⋆ ∧ M 6∈ Gesi ⋆ (N )}. Suppose
that


⋆
⋆
T1⋆
−1
T2⋆
there exist M1 ∈ M OT1 and M2 ∈ M OT2 such that Vǫ1 (M1 ) 6⊂ g
Vǫ2 (M2 )
0

1⋆

0

where g(M1 ) = M2 , i.e. there exists N ∈ M OT1⋆ such that N ∈ VǫT1 (M1 ) and N 6∈
0

2⋆
g −1 VǫT2 (M2 ) . But this means that Ges1 ⋆ (N ) = Ges1 ⋆ (M1 ) and that Ges2 ⋆ (g(N )) 6=
0
Ges2 ⋆ (M2 ), which shows that the small gestalt relation is not preserved through Gg,
and we are done.
2
As a special case of well-defined and continuous gestaltic composition functions,
we naturally have restrictions of continuous functions f on motivic spaces, whenever
f (M OT1⋆ ) ⊂ f (M OT2⋆ ). For example, we can restrict continuous set identity-gestaltic
functions to motivic composition spaces such that M OT1⋆ ⊂ M OT2⋆ . This can be leading
to interesting applications in music theory such as an inquiry about the length of Bach’s
Art of Fugue main theme (8 or 12 notes?): see Section 6.2. An example of continuous gestaltic composition function is the following: we consider the gestaltic function
GidTt,Ed
that is well-defined for t = Rg, ∆Rg, El, or Dia but not continuous. But
Id ,T Id
Com,Ed
when restricting it to finite collections of motives, we gain the continuity of the restricted
Gid⋆T Id ,T Id
function. This is a consequence of Corollary 30.
t,Ed

Com,Ed
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Corollary 31. (Buteau [4]) With the hypotheses of Theorem 28 for which the shape
type t2 = Com and where GidTt,Ed
is well-defined but not necessarily continuous,
Id ,T Id
Com,Ed
⋆
⋆
⋆
: M OT1⋆ → M OT2⋆ is continuous, and so is
let M OT1 ⊂ M OT2 . Then id P1 P2
Gid⋆ P1 P2
Tt,d ,TCom,d
1

.

Tt,d ,TCom,d
1

2

2

We mention that we could think of defining note mappings between two scores, which
could then induce a function between their respective motivic composition spaces. In
general, the gestaltic function is however not well-defined (Buteau [4]).
Finally we have analogous subcategories of topological spaces to the ones defined
in Section 4.2. For this finite case we first define the subcategories M ot⋆ S, M otS ⋆ ,
⋆
and M otSId
of Top for which the objects are all the motivic composition spaces,
and for which morphisms are respectively continuous functions, well-defined functions
f ⋆ : (M OT1⋆ , T 1 ⋆ ) → (M OT2⋆ , T 2 ⋆ ) which are restrictions of continuous functions f ∈
morM otS ((M OT, T 1 ), (M OT, T 2 )), and restrictions of continuous set identity functions.
We also have their corresponding categories of gestalt composition spaces GM ot⋆ S,
⋆
GM otS ⋆ , and also GM otSId
. Moreover, we can also naturally define functors G⋆ , G↾⋆ ,
⋆
and GId↾ between corresponding categories, and, similarly to Section 4.2, we also introduce natural transformations with the inclusion functor I from M otS ⋆ (resp.M otS ⋆ and
⋆
M otSId
) to Top, and let Ges⋆ : I → G⋆ be the natural transformation (Buteau [4]).
We can also consider full subcategories of the previous ones by fixing a musical
composition S and considering all motivic spaces M OT ⋆ (S) for S. In particular, we
⋆
have the full subcategory of M otSId
. The study of this category corresponds, following
Formalization 20, to the search of understanding of the composition’s motivic structure
through the whole variety of motivic structures about that composition: it is the Yoneda
philosophy (Mazzola et al. [16, Chapter 9]).

5

Mappings of Motivic Evolution Trees

We combine in this section the concepts of Motivic Evolution Tree (Section 3) and of
continuous gestaltic composition functions (Section 4.3): through a continuous and welldefined gestaltic function on composition gestalt spaces, we can map the corresponding
MET of the domain space, and compare the resulting MET image to the actual MET
of the co-domain space.
Given two motivic composition spaces M OT1⋆ and M OT2⋆ , and a continuous function
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g : M OT1⋆ → M OT2⋆ , we consider the following diagram:
M OT1⋆ × R+
(φS ◦Ges1 ⋆ ,i)



(g,k)

/ M OT ⋆ × R+
2


(Gg S ,k)

GES1⋆S × R
gNNN+
NNinj
NNN
NNN
4T
⋆
GES1
ΘGES 1
heavyn


[0, 1]

oo
ooo
o
o
oo
1
wooo M etGES
1/n

(φS ◦Ges2 ⋆ ,i)

/ GES ⋆S × R
gNNN+
9 2
NNinj
inj
NNN
NNN
4T
⋆
GES ⋆

+

heavyGES 1⋆

Θ

2

1

DM etGES 2

%

GES

GES2

heavyn

ΘGES 2

oo
ooo
o
o
o
2
  woooo M etGES
1/n

[0, 1]

for which k is a stretching function9 of R+ , the function i is the identity function on R+ ,
GES ⋆
Gg S := φS ◦ Gg is making the top diagram commute, the function heavyGES21⋆ is defined,
for G ∈ GES2⋆ S and ǫ > 0, as
GES ⋆

⋆

′

′

heavyGES21⋆ (G, ǫ) := maxG′ ∈GES ⋆S {heavy GES1 (G , k −1 (ǫ)) | Gg S (G ) = G},
1

GES ⋆ −1

GES ⋆

1

1
with fiber Θ := heavyGES21⋆ ((0, 1]), DM etGES
GES 2 is the restriction of heavyGES2⋆ to Θ,
and inj are injection functions making the 3 lower triangular diagrams commute. We
call the above diagram the MET-comparison diagram for GES 1 ⋆ and GES 2 ⋆ with
respect to Gg.
We observe first that given two gestalts G1 , G2 in GES 1 ⋆ with Gg(G1 ) = Gg(G2 ),
GES ⋆
GES ⋆
it can happen that heavyn 1 (G1 , ǫ) 6= heavyn 1 (G2 , ǫ) for some radii ǫ, and this jusGES ⋆
tifies the definition of heavyGES21⋆ . Moreover, weight functions for gestalt composition
spaces are not topologically invariant, and therefore, even if Gf ⋆ were a homeomor1
GES1⋆
could
then
be
redefined
as
heavy
phism, for which the function DM etGES
⋆ (G, ǫ) :=
2
GES
GES
2

GES ⋆

GES ⋆

GES ⋆

heavyn 1 (Gg −1 (G), ǫ), this would not necessarily imply that heavyGES21⋆ = heavyn 2 .
In other words, the Gg-image of the MET from the domain space does not not have to
correspond well with the actual MET of the co-domain:
Formalization 32. The comparison of two motivic analyzes corresponds to ‘measure
the non-commutativity’ of the dashed diagram in the bottom right diagram of the METcomparison diagram for GES1⋆S and GES2⋆S with respect to a well-defined and continuous
gestaltic composition function.
Finally, we comment on the continuity of g:
Lemma 33. Given a function g : (M OT1⋆ , TtP1 ,d1 1⋆ ) → (M OT2⋆ , TtP2 ,d2 2⋆ ) for two motivic
composition spaces M OT1⋆ and M OT2⋆ , the continuity of g is necessary and sufficient for
the construction of the MET-comparison diagram for GES 1 ⋆ and GES 2 ⋆ with respect
to Gg.
9

i.e. k is a bijective map such that for all x, y ∈ R+ : x < y ⇒ k(x) < k(y).
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In other words, the continuity of g is necessary and sufficient for comparing the Ggimage of M OT1⋆ ’s MET with the MET of M OT2⋆ . Indeed, the continuity of g implies
the well-definition and the continuity of the gestaltic composition function Gg. The welldefinition of Gg makes possible to compare the gestalt of
M (in the left MET)
 a motif
P1 ⋆
P2 ⋆
with the gestalt of its image g(M ), since g Gest1 (M ) = Gest2 (g(M )). Otherwise,
two motives with same gestalt in the M OT1⋆ could be mapped to motives with different
gestalts in M OT2⋆ , making comparison of gestalts problematic. Also the continuity of
Gg implies that the small gestalt relation is preserved which is essential since the MET
involves the closures of gestalts (see the horizontal lines in Figures 35 and 36).

6
6.1

Application to the Art of Fugue
Motivic Space and MET of the 8-Note Main Theme

We exemplify the setup leading to a motivic topology in a way that we can easily
recognize the usual American Set Theory (Forte [9], Lewin [12], Morris [21], Rahn [24])
approach to contours that has been extended, in our approach, to topological spaces. See
Buteau & Mazzola [6] and Buteau[4] for a more complete description of this example.
We consider the space R{O,P,D} and fix the parameters O, P , and D in a way which is
standard in Mathematical Music Theory (Mazzola [13]): for the pitch values, we select
the usual gauge with C4 = 0, and the chromatic pitch set being parameterized by the
integers, i.e. C♯4 = D♭4 = 1, D4 = 2, etc. Duration values are taken by the prescription
that 1 in the O-coordinate corresponds to the literal mathematical value of 4/4 duration.
The first tone of a score is given onset value 0.

Figure 34.
Main theme of Bach’s Kunst der Fuge, 8-tone and 12-tone version.
We first suppose that our musical composition S contains only the eight notes from
Bach’s Art of Fugue as shown in Figure 34 top bar. We have the set of the score’s notes:


 (0, 2, 12 ), ( 12 , 9, 12 ), (1, 5, 21 ), ( 32 , 2, 12 ), 
S=


, 4, 14 ), (3, 5, 21 )
(2, 1, 12 ), ( 52 , 2, 14 ), ( 11
4
and select the collection M OT ⋆ (S) of motives for the musical score S as containing all
motives with cardinality between 2 and 8. Therefore, the collection M OT (S) contains
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8
8
= 70 of cardinality
=
56
of
cardinality
3,
= 28 motives of cardinality
2,
4
3
 4,


8
8
8
= 56 of cardinality 5, 6 = 28 of cardinality 6, 7 = 8 of cardinality 7, and 8 = 1
of cardinality 8, which makes a total of 247 motives. We choose the COM-Matrix
shape
√
type t = Com, the paradigmatic group is P = CP , and the distance dt,n = 2 · REdn .
If we consider the two motives Motif1 = {( 12 , 9, 12 ), ( 23 , 2, 12 ), ( 11
, 4, 41 )} and Motif2 =
4
1
1
3
1
{(0, 2, 2 ), (2, 1, 2 ), ( 2 , 2, 2 )} from Figure 1. Their Com-abstract images of Motif1 and
Motif2 are Com3 (Motif1 ) = (−1, −1, 1) and Com3 (Motif2 ) = (0, −1, −1). The gestalt
for the counterpoint paradigmatic group CP of Motif1 is the collection of all motives
in M OT3⋆ (S) such that their images through the mapping Com is one of the following
four abstract motives: (−1, −1, 1), (1, 1, −1), (−1, 1, 1), or (1, −1, −1) (corresponding
respectively to the abstract motif Com3 (Motif1 ), its inversion, its retrograde, and its
inversion composed with the retrograde). We get the following number of gestalts (motif
classes): there are 2 gestalts of motif cardinality 2, 5 of cardinality 3, 18 of cardinality
4, 34 of cardinality 5, 25 of cardinality 6, 8 of cardinality 7, and 1 of cardinality 8.
The distance (’CSIM value’) between the two motives Motif1 and Motif2 is then

√ (−1−0)2 +(−1−−1)2 +(1−−1)2 1/2
√ √5
2 · 3 and the
dCom (Motif1 , Motif2 ) = 2
=
distance be3
√ √
√
5
CP
P
P
tween
their gestalts is GdCom (Gest (Motif1 ), Gest (Motif2 )) = 2 · min{ 3 , 35 , 33 , 31 } =
√
2
. The minimal gestalt distance between any two motives (with same cardinality) of
3
different gestalts is 0.202, and the maximal one is 1.732. Finally, given an ǫ > 0, the
ǫ-neighborhood of Motif1 is the set of all motives M in M OT (S) of cardinality 3 to 8
such that:


d3 (Com(M ), (−1, −1, 1)) , d3 (Com(M ), (1, 1, −1)),
< ǫ,
a) min
d3 (Com(M ), (−1, 1, 1))
, d3 (Com(M ), (1, −1, −1))
8
2
8
5



if card(M ) = 3;


d3 (Com(M ′ ), (−1, −1, 1)) , d3 (Com(M ′ ), (1, 1, −1)),
< ǫ,
b) min
d3 (Com(M ′ ), (−1, 1, 1))
, d3 (Com(M ′ ), (1, −1, −1))

for a suitable submotif M ′ of cardinality 3, of M with card(M ) = 4, 5, 6, 7 or 8.

By definition of ǫ-neighborhoods, motives with cardinality 2 cannot be in the neighborhood of Motif1 . This completes the setup of the motivic composition space M OT ⋆ (S)
of the score S. We then evaluate the function W eight but because of calculation constraints, it is evaluated at selected radii r = 0.2, 0.25, . . . 1.65. We fix the tolerance to
tol = 2, and evaluate heavy2 .
Finally, we represent intuitively the motivic evolution tree—MET— (Figure 35) of
this topological structure by the following: we construct a coordinate system for which
in the vertical axis we consider the radius variable (’similarity variable’)—growing from
top to bottom— and in the horizontal axis the gestalt cardinality variable. For radius
ǫ > 0, we graphically represent the shapes of gestalts G with (G, ǫ) ∈ Θ at coordinate
(cardt (G), ǫ). These gestalts G are ordered by their heavyn images, and this order
is represented by the gray intensity (value 1: black; value 0: white) of their shape
representation. Then we link gestalts which are small gestalts from each other. Since
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this relation is transitive we link only gestalts with consecutive cardinalities. We don’t
repeat gestalts at consecutive radii. Dashed boxes around a gestalt means that the latter
has already appeared in the MET at smaller neighborhood radius. Flags at gestalts
correspond to their ‘identity’ numbers (e.g. ”3-13” stands for the 13th gestalt in the
lexicographically ordered list of gestalts with cardinality 3) and their multiplicities (e.g.
“M:12” stands for mult = 12).
0.2

0.3

2-1
M:12

3-13
M:12

2-3
M:12
4-26
M:6

0.4

4-24
M:3

3-13
M:12

0.5

4-25
M:3

0.6

5-16
M:1

4-28
M:1

0.7

0.8

5-11
M:3

3-8
M:6

4-14
M:1
3-6
M:1

4-28
M:1
4-14
M:1

0.9
4-14
M:1

1.0

1.1

4-16
M:2

5-16
M:1

1.2

1.3

1.4
1.5

4-16
M:2

4-14
M:1
4-16
M:2

4-12
M:1
4-15
M:2

4-6
M:2
4-11
M:2

1.6
4-28
M:1

Figure 35.
This graphic shows the motivic evolution tree (MET) at tolerance 2, of the 8-tone
main theme of Bach’s Art of Fugue. As a global information from this tree, we should
understand: when looking from top to bottom, i.e. when the neighborhood radius (similarity threshold) is growing, we view (in black) the evolution of the score’s germinal motif
gestalt obtained from our motivic analysis.

6.2

Mapping of the Art of Fugue’s METs

We want to compare Bach’s Art of Fugue 8-tone and 12-tone main themes (see Figure
34) together in order to address the still debated question concerning the length of the
main theme: is the theme the 8 or the 12 first notes?
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We therefore construct MET-comparison diagrams: we denote the 8-note theme kf 8
and the 12-note theme kf 12, and consider the collection M OT ⋆ (kf 8) of all 2-to-8 note
motives in kf 8, as in the previous example, as well as M OT ⋆ (kf 12) of all 2-to-8 note
motives in kf 12 (with a total of 3784 motives). We then have the following four gestalt
composition spaces
KF 8Id
KF 8CP
KF 12Id
KF 12CP

:=
:=
:=
:=


GES ⋆ (M OT ⋆ (kf 8)), GT Id
Com REd ,
GES ⋆ (M OT ⋆ (kf 8)), GT CP
Com REd ,
⋆
⋆
GES (M OT (kf 12)), GT Id
Com REd ,
⋆
⋆
GES (M OT (kf 12)), GT CP
Com REd

with respectively 118, 93, 1675, and 1372 gestalts10 . Moreover, in the case of kf 8, the
minimal gestalt distance between two different gestalts is 0.202 for both paradigms,
and the maximal one is 1.732 for Id and 1.22 for CP . For the composition kf 12, the
minimal gestalt distance between two different gestalts is 0.177 for both paradigms, and
the maximal one is 1.79 for Id and 1.27 for CP . Since M OT ⋆ (kf 8) ⊂ M OT ⋆ (kf 12)
and Id ⊂ CP , the topological spaces can be linked as in the following diagram
GES, GT Id
Com REd
h

k


6V

9Y
/ KF 12Id

KF 8Id /


GES, GT CP
Com REd
h

k


6V



KF 8CP
/


9Y
/ KF 12CP

in which all plain arrows in the right square are their respective gestaltic composition setidentity function, the very left down arrow the gestaltic set-identity functions between
two gestalt motivic spaces (infinite set of all gestalts), and the dashed arrows are the
natural injective mappings (finite relative spaces). The diagram commutes, and by
Corollary 31, these four gestaltic composition set-identity functions and the gestaltic
set-identity function are continuous.
Therefore, by Lemma 33, we have respectively four MET-comparison diagrams. See
Figure 36 for a representation of the MET-comparison diagram corresponding to Gid⋆ :
KF 8CP → KF 12CP . In this figure, colored em-boxed gestalts G in the left MET means
that G ∈ ΘKF 8CP ∩ ΘKF 12CP . The colored lines between a gestalt G in the left MET
and a gestalt H in the right MET represents the small gestalt relation between gestalts
Gid⋆ (G) and H: Gid⋆ S (G) ⊂ H ∈ ΘKF 12CP where G ∈ ΘKF 8CP . This is a consequence
10

For details on each of these spaces, see Buteau [4, Section 4.4.2]

(Tolerance 2-Simplified Version)
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of the continuity of Gid⋆ .
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0.15
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3-1
M 22
2-1
M 24
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4-4
M 3

4-5
M 12

Compared to the representation in Figure 35, this one is slightly simplified: the vertical
lines show the radius interval where the specific gestalt remains the heaviest or the second
heaviest. The horizontal connections from M ET (8, CP ) to M ET (12, CP ) indicate the
gestalt inclusion relation.

Figure 36.
To the left, we show the tree M ET (8, CP ) and to the right, the tree M ET (12, CP ).

MET Comparison of Bach’s Kunst der Fuge
with Counterpoint Paradigmatic Group
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We restrict here to the comparison of the trees for the counterpoint paradigm11 , i.e.,
we compare M ET (8, CP ) and M ET (12, CP ) whereas e.g. M ET (8, CP ) (left in Figure
36) refers to the gestalt motivic space (GES ⋆ (M OT ⋆ (kf 8)), GT CP
Com,REd ) of all motives
of the 8-tone themes. When we look at the leading gestalts in M ET (12, CP ) (right
in Figure 36), some of them are already present in M ET (8, CP ). This is the case for
gestalts 3-1, 4-2, 4-4, and 4-6, as shown in colored boxes in the METs. The others,
i.e. 5-2, 5-4, 5-23, 5-84, 5-127, 6-53, 6-176, and 6-331 are all gestalt extensions of most
of the remaining heaviest gestalts, i.e. 4-6, 4-13, 4-17, which live in the subspace of
the 8-tone theme. Topologically, this means that the extended heaviest gestalts are in
every neighborhood of their respectively included (heaviest) subspace gestalts. We have
similar statements (Buteau [4]) for the 3 other MET-comparison diagrams.
Summarizing, either a leading gestalt of the 12-tone theme is already found in the
MET of the 8-tone theme, or it is contained in every neighborhood of a corresponding
heaviest gestalt of the 8-tone theme. However, all of the extended gestalts of the 12-tone
theme, except 5-2, involve tones outside the 8-tone theme. In other words, the added
tones do support the motivic ‘substance’, but topologically, this substance is ‘arbitrary
near’ to heaviest gestalts of the 8-tone theme, and we concluded (Buteau & Mazzola [6]):

Result 37. (Buteau & Mazzola [6]) The significant12 motives of Bach’s Kunst der
Fuge’s 8-tone main theme are part of the significant motives of the 12-tone theme, but
the last four notes do not generate a proper extension to the set of significant motives.
However, the last four notes are all related to the significant motives of the 12-tone
theme. In other words, the extension to twelve tones is ‘substantial’, but it is not a
proper extension.
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